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This work is dedicated to the diagnosis and grading of colon cancer by a com-
bined use of Poincaré sphere and 2D Stokes vector polarimetry mapping approaches.
The major challenge consists in exploring the applicability of polarized light for
non-invasive screening of the histological abnormalities within the samples of bio-
logical tissues. Experimental studies were conducted in ex vivo colon sample, excised
after surgical procedure for colon tumour removal of G2-adenocarcinoma lesion.
Polarimetric measurements in linear and circular regime were carried via personally
developed polarimetric, optical set-up, using supercontinuous fibre laser with irra-
diation fixed at 635 nm. We apply the Poincaré sphere and two-dimensional Stokes
vector scanning approach for screening the corresponding tissue samples. A com-
parison between linear and circular polarization states is made both for quantitative
and qualitative evaluations. It is shown that circular polarization has better diagnostic
capabilities than linear polarization, with higher dynamic ranges of the polarimetric
parameters and better values of the diagnostic quantities. In addition to the standard
polarimetry parameters, utilized as essential diagnostic markers, we apply statisti-
cal analysis to obtain more detailed information in frame of the applied diagnostic
approach.
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1
INTRODUCTION
Beyond any doubt, both early cancer detection and targeted
therapy aim to increase life expectancy and to improve qual-
ity of life among patients. The Global Cancer Observatory
provides rich statistical database, regarding cancer caused by
different types of viruses, as well as health issues. [1] Colon
cancer is one of the leading cases of malignancy and, unfor-
tunately, due to its anatomical origins it is often diagnosed at
later stage of development. Gastrointestinal tumors are respon-
sible for high mortality rate (nearly 9 mortality cases from
20 initial diagnosis, according to the Global Caner Obser-
vatory), especially when late, little or no screening has been
applied. [1,2] In general, colon cancer stages can be classified
as: i) morphological and biochemical alterations in the epithe-
lium cells, with additional cellular density growth; ii) invasion
of tumors cells into the adjacent tissue, which leads to the
destruction of the healthy tissue; iii) metastasis as a result of
the tumor spread in other locations of body via the lymph or the
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blood. [3] Pathologists are responsible for conducting macro-
scopic and microscopic examinations of resected tissues from
surgery. These types of examinations are aiming to make accu-
rate diagnosis and to localize any zones of the tissues with
residual cancer. [4] However, this is not a trivial task, requiring
extensive knowledge and experience, time consuming, involv-
ing sample cutting and fixing, with possible tissue staining
with hematoxylin and eosin, as well as preparation and exam-
ination of many histological slides. [5,6] The aforementioned
alterations, when tumors are growing (i-iii), are inevitably
related to changes in the optical properties of the tissues under
examination, namely: the scattering and the absorption coeffi-
cients s, a; the anisotropy factor g; as well as the refractive
index n. [7] Therefore, optical methods and techniques may pro-
vide supplementary diagnostic information for pathologists,
with high sensitivity. Moreover, they are fast and relatively
cheap to acquire, with minimal invasiveness. [8,9] Such non-
invasive and fast evaluation of the tissue state for development
of an "optical biopsy" – based diagnosis could be a signif-
icant improvement of the current diagnostic modalities used
in laboratorial and clinical practice. Different optical modal-
ities are applied for primary detection and diagnosis of gas-
trointestinal cancerous lesions, such as fluorescence detection
with andwithout exogenous fluorescentmarkers applied, [10–12]
diffuse-reflectance, [13] Raman [14] and NIR [15] spectroscopy.
Spectroscopic techniques allow to obtain biochemical and
morphological information about the investigated tissue. Opti-
cal coherence tomography technique is also applied for gas-
trointestinal mucosa diagnosis, but principal information that
could be obtained is morphological alterations observed dur-
ing tumour growth. [16] All of these techniques, used solely
or in combination, could enrich the information obtained
from the tissue under investigation, allowing improvement of
the diagnostic abilities and accuracy achieved. [16,17] Usually
endoscopic instruments are combined with the practical tech-
niques mentioned above and upgraded with spectral detection
probes or imaging channels to evaluate the suspicious tissue
areas. [18] Themost recent developments combinewireless cap-
sule endoscopy technique with spectroscopic detection of GI
tumours as well. [19] Tissue polarimetry, for example, is widely
used as a diagnostic tool where healthy and tumorous tissue
samples modify the initial state of polarization or decrease
the initial degree of polarization. [20–28] Mueller matrices of
the corresponding tissue specimens under examination can
give insight of their polarization-depolarization properties. [29]
Polarimetric imaging possesses tremendous advantages, in
order to localize small, but significant histological alteration
within the examined or scanned tissue zone. [4,30–32] In this
paper, we present a diagnostic approach for quantitative eval-
uation of the polarization changes, resulting from histological
abnormalities, associated with cancer, by using the Poincaré
sphere as a graphical tool [33–36]. An evaluation of the sensi-
tivity, specificity and accuracy of diagnostics with regard to
the polarimetric method is made, as well as detailed statistical
analysis. Finally, polarimetric, comparative results from two-
dimensional scanning of different histological sample sections
are provided.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Theory
2.1.1 Polarimetric quantities
The polarization states of light with arbitrary degrees of




































where I stands for light intensity, the subscripts indicate light
polarization, i.e.: H – horizontal, V – vertical, P/M – ±45◦ and
RCP/LCP are the right and left circular polarizations, respec-
tively. From these parameters, other polarimetric quantities,
such as ellipticity –  and azimuth –  angles, alongside the
total degree of polarization (DOP) and/or the linear/circular
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; 0 ≤ DOCP ≤ 1. (4c)
When polarized light travels into biotissues, which are
anisotropic and non-homogeneous optical media, due to mul-
tiple scattering events a change of the initial polarization
state and a decrease of the degree of polarization take place.
Any polarization change can be described qualitatively via
the Poincaré sphere and quantitatively by the parameters 
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and . Again, qualitatively any depolarization can be visual-
ized, depending on the position within the Poincaré sphere and
quantitatively by the parameters of DOP. Now, suppose we
have three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system in which
the axes are the Stokes parameters S1, S2 and S3, normalized
by S0. Placing the origin of the coordinate system at the cen-
ter of unit sphere and applying the spherical transformation of
the Cartesian coordinates, we can relate the aforementioned





































Results originating from different diagnostic tests other than
histological ones should lead to conclusions identical to those
derived from the “Gold Standard” set by histology. In this
paper we compared the results from pathologists, considered
as reference, and those from polarimetric experiments. There-
fore, for this particular reason, several diagnostic quantities
have been implemented: [40] Sensitivity, Specificity, Accuracy,
Positive/Negative Predictive Values (PPV/NPV), Index of Sus-
picion (IS) and Threat Score (TS) all of which are defined via
the concept of True Positive/Negative and False Positive/Neg-
ative values, denoted correspondingly as TP, TN, FP and FN:
Sensitivity = TP
TP+FN













, TS = TP
TP+FN+FP
, (6d)
For better clarity, TP represents histological zone of the tis-
sue under examination, classified as malignant by histology
and polarimetry. Analogously, TN is evaluation by both meth-
ods as healthy zone. FP is histologically diagnosed tissue as
normal and malignant with polarimetry and finally, FN is his-
tologically diagnosed tissue as malignant, but healthy with
polarimetry. The above-mentioned diagnostic quantities can
be of great help, in order to have feedback of how accurate
and effective diagnostics can be performed by our method, in
comparison with the “Gold Standart”.
2.2 Sample specifications
In this paper, the results are from experiments with ex vivo
colon sample, obtained from patient’s operation, contain-
ing one of the most common tumor in the colon – G2-
Adenocarcinoma. The biological specimen was provided after
excision and Pathologist’s diagnosis from University Hospital
Tzaritza Yoanna-ISUL. The tissue sample used in the current
study was selected knowledgeably without inclusion criteria,
such as: age, gender of the patient and etc., except evaluated
presence of colon adenocarcinoma in second grade of devel-
opment, which allowed us to observed a significant state of
tumour growth, but before appearance of metastatic activity
and necrotic areas in the lesion investigated. All regulations
from the ethical committee of the hospital have been passed.
The sample itself consists of two sections - one healthy and
one tumor and the origins of the measurements were marked
in Fig. 1.
FIGURE 1 Ex vivo colon sample with its corresponding
ROIs.
The thicknesses of both sections are several millimeters and
such depth requires usage of reflection geometry for the exper-
iments. No additional staining and contrast agents were used.
Before conducting any of the measurements, the sample was
stored in formalin. Both the colon sample histological sections,
used as reference from the physicians, were scanned with
region of interest (ROI) 1mm × 1mm and a step size of
0.2mm. Including the zeroth co-ordinates of both axes, 36
measurements from both ROIs were acquired. The points were
chosen arbitrary, satisfying the condition to be within the
histological zones, marked from the physicians.
2.3 Experimental set-up
The experimental setup used consists of twomajor parts: polar-
ization state generation (PSG, Fig. 2a) and polarization state
detection (PSD, Fig. 2b).
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of the experimental set-
up: a) polarization state generation channel and b) polarization
state detection channel. For better clarity, only top view is
shown.
PSG is at 55◦ with respect to the normal of the colon sam-
ple. The rest of the PSG comprises: a supercontinuum fiber
laser (Leukos Ltd., France), connected to an acousto-optic
tunable filter (Leukos Ltd., France) by which a wavelength
of 635 nm with a spectral width of 8 nm is acquired, by this
way conforming our measurements to the spectral gap, where
the scattering dominates over absorption in tissues and the
wavelength is detectable with the polarimetric device; two con-
sequently placed and aligned irises, assuring parallel beam;
The light emerging from the filter is linearly polarized, altered
by a half-wave plate into desired state of linear polarization and
a liquid crystal voltage-variable quarter-wave plate assures cir-
cular polarization respectively; a lens L1 focuses the light beam
on the sample under examination, positioned on a motorized
x-y stage with manual control of the z axes. The output power
is 2mW. With respect to the sample, PSD is at 30◦ and com-
prises: an objective lenses with 10× magnification; a lenses
L2 alongside with 100 m pinhole and a L3 aiming to exclude
any achromatic abberations; another lens focuses the light on a
90-10 beam splitter; the reflected light enters a CMOS camera
for precise focus adjustment, while the transmitted light enters
the polarimetric device (Thorlabs Ltd., USA) where a rotating
quarter-wave plate and a fixed linear polarizer modulate peri-
odically the light reflected from the sample, before reaching
the photo detector – Si photodiode. The results are presented
in the following section.
2.4 Statistical analysis
By using various statistical tests, valuable and supplementary
information for diagnostics can be extracted. For this particular
reason, the experimental data needs to be properly selected, by
separate division of the obtained results into twomajor groups,
each for the two input polarization states used for scanning (H
& RCP). Thereafter, the Stokes parameters can be plotted on
the Poincaré sphere, so that each locus on the sphere will repre-
sent particular polarization state. All loci can be assigned with
their corresponding coordinates, namely: S1, S2 and S3. Con-
sequently, the diagnostic quantities can be calculated, where it
is expected a priori to have different diagnostic quantities for
both polarizations states used. All tests ought to be conducted
once for the group of circular polarization measurements and
once for the group of linear polarization measurements, where
in both cases the desired aims are intended to extract infor-
mation, whether there is significant difference between the
various group values and if they are drawn from the same
population. Taking into account the relatively small sample
sizes, nonparametric tests were used to confirm the reliability
of differences independently between the groups. Namely, the
test are: Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis with additional
post-hoc analysis via the pairwise Tukey’s test. The evaluation
of the results was considered as statistically significant if p<,
where p is the calculated value for each test and  is the sig-
nificance level. All tests were computed via R language and
environment for statistics [41] on a significance level 0.05.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Poincaré sphere as a graphical tool
In Fig.3, coordinates of each point on the Poincaré sphere rep-
resents the Stokes parameters, measured with the polarization-
based experimental system described in the previous section.
It should be pointed out here that this representation does not
include corrections for DOP. Therefore, all the points can be
seen on the surface of the Poincaré sphere, whereas utilizing
these corrections the points would have been inside the sphere
closer to its origin [42]. It has been reported earlier, that for Mie
scattering (when scattering is dominated by large spherical
particles with a diameter greater than wavelength of incident
laser light) the circularly polarized light preserves its helic-
ity during the larger amount of scattering events, known as a
polarization memory. [43–46] Linear polarization possesses no
such sense of the directional awareness towards propagation
of light and it is not able to maintain its polarizing properties
well for a large number of scattering events. Therefore, this
phenomenon ensures a larger penetration depth without depo-
larization for circularly polarized light compared to the one
of linearly polarized light. [33,36,47,48] In the current study, we
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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present only comparative results between circular and linear
polarizations. In Fig. 3, the blue points are the six reference
polarization states, the green points are the TN results, the
yellow – FN and the red – TP, respectively. As can be seen
from Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, circular polarization holds better
diagnostic opportunities than linear. Subtle to morphological
alterations in tissues, when tumors are growing, the scattering
of light will yield different polarization changes in the detected
signal from different histological regions. Due to the higher
tissue anisotropy of the intact zones, the initial circular polar-
ization has been modified to linear. On the contrary, in the
tumor sections of the sample, especially where the tumor has
infiltrated at most, the output polarization state is closer to the
initial. Nevertheless, in the regions with less tumor infiltra-
tion the output polarization states have contribution to the FN
values. Positively, with both polarizations we do not have FP
measurements (i.e. FP=0) and to our avail there are 36 TN val-
ues from the scans of both histological sections. Unfortunately,
the use of horizontal polarization for the incident light does
not provide TP results. With circular polarization we were able
to detect 22 from 36 FN, where only for the latter polarization
state the TP results are available – 14 from 36. The above-
mentioned diagnostic quantities are summarized in the Table
1 for both input polarization states and both histological zones
of the tissue.
[%] Sens. Spec. Acc. PPV NPV IS TS
RCP 39 100 70 100 62 39 39
H 0 100 50 0 50 0 0
TABLE 1 Diagnostic quantities for both scanning polariza-
tions.
3.2 Statistical analysis
In this subsection we present the results from the statistical
analysis, described in the Materials and Methods section ear-
lier. In Fig.3a, it was shown that it is possible to differentiate
with input circular polarization qualitatively between healthy
and tumor tissues, depending on polarization states changes,
traceable on the Poincaré sphere. On the contrary, this is not
valid for linear polarization in Fig. 3b. Thus, Mann-Whitney U
test served only for linear polarization to compare STNi vs SFNi
values, where i = 1,2,3. Tests’ results indicate no significance
difference between the compared values, decision taken on a
significance level 0.05. Since we have TP values solely when
a scan with circular polarization was made, therefore in that
(a) (b)
FIGURE 3 Distribution of the Stokes parameters on the
Poincaré sphere, regarding the histological condition and input
polarization: (a) input circular polarization and (b) input hori-
zontal polarization. – representing six reference polarization
states (H, V, P/MP, R/LCP), – TN values (36 for both polar-
ization states), – FN values (36 for linear polarization and 22
for circular polarization), – TP values (14 available only for
circular polarization). Total number of measurements – 36.
event should the Kruskal-Wallis test be performed. In this case,
the comparison is for STNi vs SFNi vs SFNi values, where tests’
results indicated, that on a confidence level 0.05 there is a sig-
nificance difference between groups. Knowledge whether the
values within the groups are drawn from the same or distinct
populations can be provided by the omnibus post-hoc analysis
associated with Tukey’s test. The results suggest for  = 0.05,
that SFNi vs STPi, STNi vs STPi and STN2,3 vs SFN2,3 values are
from different populations, omitting only STN1 vs SFN1.
3.3 2D polarimetric mapping
In this subsection we present results from the performed scan-
ning of the colon sample’s ROIs. By this approach, we aim to
map any alterations in the polarimetric parameters from Eq.
1 through Eq. 4, measured with circular and linear polariza-
tions and to relate their behaviour, according to the histological
condition of the scanned area. The data was processed with
OriginLab, whereas the plottingwas chosen as contour fill with
additionally applied liner interpolation between data points.
3.3.1 Scanning with circular polarization
To begin with, right circular polarization can be characterized
by its Stokes vector SRCP=(1,0,0,1)T and the ellipticity angle
45◦, while the azimuth is undefined. It can be seen from Fig. 4,
that after the scan both sample sections change by different way
the Stokes parameters. For example, in the healthy section cir-
cular polarization has been transformed into horizontal, while
in the tumor section where the tumor has infiltrated at most,
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.





FIGURE 4 2D polarimetric parameters mapping of both ROIs with circular polarization, depending on the histological
condition: (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) angle of ellipticity, (e) azimuth, (f) DOP, (g) DOLP, (h) DOCP.
we have closer values of the Stokes parameters to the initial
and the detected output polarization is elliptical. Another con-
firmation of this phenomena can be traced back to the Poincaré
sphere in Fig. 3a and the corresponding clusters of TP, TN and
FN values. Comparing the spatial distribution of the ellipticity
and azimuth angles we again confirm the milder polarization
changes in the tumor section. At this stage we should out-
line, despite the fact that for input circular polarization the
azimuth is not defined, when analysing elliptical polarization
as in the current case, the azimuth angle can be reconsid-
ered diagnostically. And finally, resolving all DOPs leads us to
the conclusion, that tumor zones can retain higher degree of
polarization, compared to the healthy ones. It should be also
pointed out, that the initial handedness of the circular polariza-
tion was right, however, some of the polarimetric parameters
from the tumor tissue measurements indicate left handedness.
This is unique property of helicity flip of light with circu-
lar/elliptical polarization, resulting from reflection or multiple
reflections. [39]
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.





FIGURE 5 2D polarimetric parameters mapping of both ROIs with linear polarization, depending on the histological condition:
(a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) angle of ellipticity, (e) azimuth, (f) DOP, (g) DOLP, (h) DOCP.
3.3.2 Scanning with linear polarization
Analogously to circular polarization, we can classify
horizontal polarization with the following Stokes vector
SHP=(1,1,0,0)T, azimuth 0◦ and angle of ellipticity 0◦. How-
ever, unlike circular polarization, linear cannot provide such
diagnostic capabilities in terms of polarization alterations,
especially noticeable in Fig. 3b, where we have only TN and
FN. The dynamic ranges of all polarimetric values for both
histological sections except for DOP are lower for linear
polarization, which also restricts the diagnostic opportunities.
In the cases of all DOPs, linear polarization compared to cir-
cular, retains higher values in turbid media such as biological
tissues. This becomes evident from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5(f-h).
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper combined polarimetric techniques have been
described and used. The aim is to support any diagnostic con-
clusions of the “Gold Standard”. Circular polarization was
evaluated as more sensitive to tissue alterations, with a higher
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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dynamic ranges of the polarimatric quantities and in general as
better for diagnostics with regard to linear. Furthermore, when
scan with circular polarization was performed certain DOLP
was sustained, whereas on the contrary, no DOCP was pre-
served when scanned with linear polarization. Moreover, the
depolarization of circular polarization is higher with regard
to liner polarization, forasmuch as depolarization behaviour
of light in turbid media is strongly dependent on the scat-
terers size, wavelength of the incident light and the trans-
port parameters for any of the two histological zones. Our
results validate both the assumption of Rayleigh scattering
regime and the lesser tissue anisotropy of the tumor sections.
Nevertheless, any polarization changes originating from dif-
ferent histological condition of the examined ROIs, can be
traced qualitatively on the Poincaré sphere. Quantitatively,
these changes can be evaluated in comparison with the help
of the two-dimensional scanning and the resulting alterations
in the polarimetric parameters described in the theoretical
section. The spatial distribution of the polarimetric quanti-
ties can provide insight of small but significant morphological
changes within the scanned area. In a significant addition to the
Poincaré sphere representation, only with circular polarization
we were able to detect TP values, crucial for diagnostics. What
excels in a higher degree the better applicability of RCP can be
revealed by the conducted statistical analysis. On a significance
level =0.05 we can conclude, that with linear polarization
our method is insensitive to TP values as well as contrasting
between TN and FN values. Also, increasing importance can
be added with regard to the diagnostic quantities calculated
for both polarizations, which are either higher or non-zero in
favor of RCP. Thus, this combined polarimetric approach on
all sequential basis has a potential to separate healthy tissues
from cancerous and/or precancerous and can be additionally
characterized by the above-mentioned diagnostic techniques,
relying entirely on a physical background. Although the Sen-
sitivity, IS and TS have room for improvement, the Accuracy
and NPV are well satisfactory, while the Specificity and the
PPV are excellent, even for a pilot study. Two more steps
can be assessed: i) To have better resolution between TN, FN
and TP values by applying SVM and/or Regression analysis;
ii) To enrich the polarimetric approach by using the mea-
sured Stokes parameters for obtaining the Mueller matrices
of both histological sections under examination with primary
focus on applying symmetric matrix decompositions. How-
ever, the former and the latter steps are beyond the scope of the
current study and subsequently require more detailed review.
Therefore, they will be thoroughly presented in further reports.
Finally, our conclusion can be extended in a brief compari-
son with results obtained from various groups in the field of
tissue polarimetry, whereas Sridhad et al. [49] achieved better
sensitivity, higher contrast and signal intensity for 633 nmwith
elliptical polarization than linear. Another important study in
the NIR spectral region in terms of Mueller-matrix imaging
spectroscopy byWang et al. [50] unambiguously presents lesser
depolarization coefficient for colonic cancer, while Zaffar et
al. [51] utilized Poincaré sphere representation in order to differ
between pre-cancerous and normal tissues.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
Polarization of light can be exploited in cancer detection and
can enrich physicians diagnostics. The Stokes-Mueller formal-
ism as well as Poincaré sphere representation are essentials in
turbid media, which retain arbitrary degree of the input polar-
ized light. Such approach holds promises for in vivo cancer
detection with no ionizing radiation or any toxic agents in use.
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